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Abstract. The significance of earth observation data spans diverse fields and domains, driving the
need for efficient management. Nevertheless, the exponential increase in data volume brings new
challenges that complicate processing and storing data. This article proposes an optimized multi-
modular service for earth observation data management in response to these challenges. The sug-
gested approach focuses on choosing the optimal configurations for the storage and processing layers
to improve the performance and cost-effectiveness of managing data. By employing the recom-
mended optimized strategies, earth observation data can be managed more effectively, resulting in
fast data processing and reduced costs.
Key words: Earth observation, distributed computing, performance optimization.

1. Introduction

Earth observation (EO) data acquired from satellites play a key role in various domains,
including environmental monitoring (Giuliani et al., 2020), land cover analysis (Singh et
al., 2018), water resource management (Guzinski et al., 2014), or global climate change
studies (Guo et al., 2015). Despite the broad utilization of EO data, the storing, man-
agement, and processing pose significant challenges owing to its continuous expansion
caused by daily observations from numerous satellites. This exponential growth presents
a multifaceted set of complexities that demand innovative solutions for effective handling
and exploitation.

To tackle the challenges EO data poses, a range of technologies have been developed
and implemented to simplify their management. Innovative formats like Cloud Optimized
GeoTIFF (COG) (Yu et al., 2021) have been proposed to address the complexity of storing
multidimensional EO data. The new formats offer significant advantages, such as opti-
mized storage in cloud environments, enabling faster access, efficient retrieval, and seam-
less processing of vast amounts of EO data. The COG format’s primary advantages can be
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summarized in two key aspects. First, COG utilizes a tiled structure that covers square ar-
eas of the primary raster image, enabling clients to request specific data sections through
HTTP range requests. Second, the format supports data compression methods, such as
JPEG, Deflate, LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch), Packbits, LZMA (Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain-
Algorithm), or Zstandard, optimizing data transfer over the internet and reducing storage
utilization for more efficient handling of EO data.

EO Data Cubes (DCs) represent a novel paradigm, mitigating Big Data challenges and
granting access to vast spatio-temporal datasets in analysis-ready formats (Giuliani et al.,
2019). The consistent and systematic delivery of Analysis Ready Data will significantly
reduce the burden on EO data users (Giuliani et al., 2017). EODC integrates data from
diverse remote sensing platforms and ground-based sensors within the cube framework,
fostering evidence-based decision-making and facilitating interdisciplinary research, tran-
scending traditional boundaries to address pressing global challenges such as deforesta-
tion, urbanization, and climate change mitigation.

To overcome the challenges posed by the extensive processing of large-scale EO data,
the EO community effectively employs high-performance computing (HPC) techniques
(Lee et al., 2011), enabling quicker data analysis, improved modelling accuracy, and
advanced simulations. Distributed computing frameworks like Dask Python framework
(Rocklin, 2015) offer many advantages in EO workflows to parallelize tasks and scale them
vertically and horizontally. These solutions facilitate the concurrent processing of exten-
sive EO data, effectively distributing the computational load across numerous nodes. This
makes Dask an indispensable choice for tackling large-scale data processing and analysis
tasks with enhanced speed and resource utilization.

It is crucial to address storage and processing aspects to manage EO data optimally and
efficiently. Adopting innovative solutions like COG is essential in the data storing layer
to ensure efficient EO data storage. However, it’s important to note that the COG format
supports various data compression methods, which can impact storage savings and pro-
cessing speed differently. A high compression factor can significantly reduce the data size,
but it may require more time to decompress the data during processing. On the other hand,
a weak compression factor may not reduce the data size and, therefore, the network trans-
fer time much, thus saving less storage space. Still, it may result in faster processing times
(Astsatryan et al., 2020). Finding the optimal compression method becomes challenging,
as striking the right balance between storage savings and processing speed is essential.
It requires precise consideration and testing to determine the compression method that
best suits the specific requirements of handling EO data adeptly and efficiently. Storing
EO data in data repositories with the most suitable compression method will result in
storage savings, reduced network transfer time, and faster processing.

Several vital factors must be considered to ensure efficient performance in EO data
processing using distributed computing. These factors encompass the cluster’s configura-
tion, determining the number of worker nodes and their specific characteristics, such as
CPUs and RAM size. Additionally, various objectives become critical for clients. Those
needing their computational cloud infrastructure must rely on resources from global cloud
providers, which come with associated costs based on the chosen options. Thus, when
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aiming to select an optimal cluster configuration, it becomes essential to strike a balance
between multiple criteria (Keshavarz-Ghorabaee et al., 2018; Žižović et al., 2019). This
entails finding the best trade-off between various factors to achieve efficient processing
while considering cost, performance, and other relevant considerations. Besides this, an-
other challenge is setting up the cluster itself, which is in addition to the effort of selecting
the cluster design that is most appropriate in terms of computing complexity. As a result,
rapid and automated cloud-based provisioning and scaling solution for HPC is required.

Efficient management of EO data requires evaluating both storage and processing lay-
ers. Making informed decisions regarding data compression and cluster configuration
setup for storage and processing layers is essential. The article presents an optimized
multi-modular service for enhancing EO data processing based on optimization methods
for efficiently handling EO data. The proposed service addresses the data compression
challenges and cluster configuration setup by employing optimization methods. Specif-
ically, the Decision-making module evaluates storage and processing layers to make in-
formed decisions regarding data compression and cluster configuration, considering cost,
performance, and computing complexity.

The article is organized into three main sections. Firstly, Section 2 provides an
overview of the proposed multi-modular service. Following this, Section 3 delves into
the details of the Decision-making module. Finally, Section 4 serves as the article’s con-
clusion.

2. Multi-Modular Service

This section outlines the proposed multi-modular service, detailing its architecture and
delving into each component individually. The section encompasses the tasks performed
by the service, such as providing optimal configuration recommendations, integrating with
data repositories, and enabling scalable data processing.

The architecture of the suggested multi-modular service is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of several modules, including Manager, Data repositories, Scalable process-

ing, and Decision-making with the Estimator submodule. A client can access optimization
methods for EO data provided by the service through the REST API.

2.1. Manager

The Manager module is responsible for handling the client’s requests. The client com-
municates with the Manager module via Rest API and can make multiple requests to the
Manager for various tasks, including:

• Data compression recommendation: Soliciting suggestions for the most suitable data
compression methods for the repository storage,

• Execution time and resource cost estimation: Seeking insights into the anticipated
execution time or the cost implications of deploying specific computational resources
for a given task,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the multi-modular service.

• Cluster configuration optimization: Paving the way for optimizing cluster configura-
tions, factoring in multiple objectives such as performance and cost, ensuring an astute
selection,

• Enabling scalable data processing: Harnessing the potential of the cluster configura-
tion to facilitate scalable data processing, aligning with the prescribed specifications.

The Manager module is the central element that handles the service’s overall func-
tionality. It collaborates harmoniously with other modules through seamless information
exchange to efficiently manage and execute client requests. This collaborative effort en-
compasses:

• Synergy with the decision-making module: Engaging in synergy with the module to
attain optimal configurations, ensuring the most effective strategies are employed,

• Seamless integration with the data repository module: Establishing seamless in-
tegration with the Data Repository module to access crucial metadata regarding the
requisite data for processing,

• Dynamic interplay with the scalable computing module: Establishing dynamic in-
terplay with the module to process data according to the specified cluster configuration,
ensuring scalability and efficiency in data processing operations.

In essence, the Manager module serves as a cohesive core orchestrating the interplay
between various modules, thereby enabling the efficient execution of client requests and
enhancing the overall functionality of our service. Table 1 presents the main input param-
eters for accessing the Manager module.

These parameters assess the input data’s size and processing complexity by consid-
ering the number of operations. The module utilizes these parameters to send requests
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Table 1
Main input parameters.

Parameter Description

Study area Coordinates of the interested area
Period Period of interest, start and end dates
Function EO data processing function

Table 2
Recommended parameters.

Data center Number of nodes (number of CPU cores, RAM, and the processor frequency)

Selected objective Performance, cost, or both

Constraints Execution time and available budget

to Data repositories. It then uses the metadata these repositories provide to estimate
the data size required for processing. Specifically, the “Study area” parameter filters
tiles and identifies the client’s selected region. In contrast, the “Period” parameter de-
termines the number of images available for the specified time frame, and the “Func-
tion” parameter aids in identifying which bands should be utilized in the processing. The
cluster configuration chosen for the data processing is one of the extra factors in esti-
mating the execution time of a particular task. The input parameters for trained regres-
sion models and a simulator are the main parameters and the description of the cluster
configuration, which includes several nodes and their characteristics (CPU and RAM).
These tools estimate the time it will take to complete the specified task using these set-
tings. The cost of processing is calculated by considering a variety of variables, such
as the execution time, the number of cluster nodes, and the cost rate per node, which
is sourced from global cloud providers. It is also feasible to start data processing by
providing the same parameters. This information is used to deploy the selected cluster,
and the data processing is carried out on this cluster using the provided main parame-
ters.

To get the optimal cluster configuration taking into account single or multiple objec-
tives additional parameters are required, which is described in Table 2.

Using this provided information, in combination with knowledge of the typical com-
puting instances offered by the global cloud providers, the service generates a range of
possible cluster configurations. By the objectives provided by the client and the range of
potential clusters generated, these objectives are evaluated using trained regression models
and the simulator tool. Subsequently, an optimization algorithm is applied to the estima-
tion dataset. This process filters the possible cluster options, taking into account the ob-
jectives and constraints. Only the optimal clusters, aligned with the estimated objectives,
are returned to the client. Afterward, the client can choose one of the clusters, considering
the estimated goals, and request data processing with the selected cluster configuration.
This approach ensures the client can make informed decisions regarding cluster selection
and data processing based on their specific requirements and objectives.
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2.2. Data Repositories

The EO data is securely stored within the Data Repositories module, which boasts an API
designed for efficient data retrieval. Furthermore, these repositories offer an API primarily
tailored to deliver metadata rather than the entire dataset. This metadata is a lightweight al-
ternative to the voluminous actual data and contains crucial information about the selected
geographical area, including the satellite image’s spatial characteristics. Leveraging this
metadata, it becomes possible to precisely ascertain the extent of processable data required
to fulfill a client’s request. This innovative approach empowers effective data management
without necessitating the transmission of the entire dataset. As a result, it conserves valu-
able bandwidth and minimizes the computational resources required. By leveraging this
capability, the service can dynamically compute the exact data size needed and adeptly
cater to the client’s requests, all with the invaluable assistance of the metadata. The service
is intended to handle repositories that provide either the SpatioTemporal Asset Catalog
(STAC) API (Hanson, 2019) or the Web Coverage Service (WCS) of the Open Geospatial
Consortium (Baumann, 2010).

The Armenian Datacube (Asmaryan et al., 2019), which stores EO data col-
lected by several satellites over the area of Armenia, is now compatible with the ser-
vice. The DC houses a comprehensive collection of analysis-ready data, encompass-
ing Landsat 7/8 and Sentinel-2 imagery covering Armenia. This extensive coverage
includes a total of 11 Sentinel-2 scenes (38TLL, 38TML, 38TNL, 38TLK, 38TMK,
38TNK, 38SMJ, 38SNJ, 38SPJ, 38SNH, 38SPH), as well as 9 Landsat 7/8 scenes
(171031, 170031, 169031, 171032, 170032, 169032, 168032, 169033, 168033), all
thoughtfully curated to facilitate various geospatial analyses. Armenia’s geographi-
cal expanse fits snugly within a defined rectangular boundary, with its upper-left
coordinates (38.32335165219022, 42.98858178626198) and lower-right coordinates
(41.551890393271684, 47.320774961261485) meticulously delineated in the Earth co-
ordinate system. This precise geographical reference ensures that users can readily access
the pertinent data for their research and analytical endeavours within Armenia’s confines.
Figure 2 shows Sentinel-2 tiles covering the territory of Armenia.

The service can also communicate with other global EO data sources offering the
APIs mentioned above. The service is engineered to effortlessly interface with a broad
spectrum of globally recognized EO data repositories, among which prominent platforms
like Google Earth Engine and Amazon AWS Earth stand out (Zhao et al., 2021; Rizvi et
al., 2018). These repositories are renowned for housing an extensive range of invaluable
EO datasets, offering a treasure trove of geospatial information. These repositories contain
an extensive catalog of datasets, including but not limited to Landsat, Sentinel, MODIS,
and various other EO data sources. These datasets encompass an array of spatial and tem-
poral resolutions, making them versatile assets for researchers, scientists, and analysts in
diverse fields. The configuration files provide flexibility to tailor interactions with these
repositories.

Leveraging configuration files lets you fine-tune and adapt the repositories the users
need. These files are meticulous record keepers, storing crucial information such as the
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Fig. 2. Sentinel-2 tile example for the territory of Armenia.

API’s foundational URL and its type, WCS, or STAC. These settings play a pivotal role
in enabling the service to establish connections and communicate with many data sources
seamlessly. This streamlined approach facilitates rapid and efficient retrieval and process-
ing of EO data, catering to various customer requirements with agility and precision.

EO data repositories adopt a grid-based organization, with each grid tile corresponding
to a precise location on the Earth’s surface. The dimensions of these tiles vary depending
on the satellite source. For instance, Sentinel-2 tiles typically conform to a square shape
and maintain a consistent, fixed size. Specifically, the dimensions of a single Sentinel-2
tile span approximately 100 kilometers by 100 kilometers, effectively covering a substan-
tial land area of 10,000 square kilometers. This standardized tile structure enhances the
accessibility and analysis of EO data, facilitating efficient utilization of diverse geospatial
applications (Astsatryan et al., 2015a).

2.3. Scalable Processing

The Scalable processing module handles the EO data processing responsibilities. It uses
client-requested choices such as region of interest, time, particular bands required for the
processing function to collect the necessary EO data from data sources and the Dask clus-
ter configuration including a number of worker nodes and their characteristics. Upon re-
ceiving the necessary input, the module seamlessly initiates a Dask cluster and triggers
the processing workflow. This process involves the module intelligently harnessing the
Python API provided by the Dask gateway package to discern a worker node’s precise
attributes, including crucial factors like core count and available RAM capacity. Subse-
quently, utilizing this powerful API, the module dynamically creates a Dask cluster while
ensuring the number of worker nodes aligns precisely with the quantity specified by the
client.
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The Manager supplies the necessary parameters for building this cluster, including data
from the Decision-making module on the ideal number of nodes and each node’s comput-
ing characteristics. The Scalable processing module then uses the specified Dask cluster
to process the data. This module guarantees quick, automated provisioning and scaling
of cloud resources, enabling effective management of computing resources by processing
demands. Recent implementation (Astsatryan et al., 2023) provides automatic scalability
and fast resource provisioning by using the Dask distributed package with the remote man-
agement tools deployed on a Kubernetes cluster (Poniszewska-Marańda and Czechowska,
2021), which is a powerful system for managing containerized applications and services at
scale. It provides a robust platform for automating containerized workloads’ deployment,
scaling, and management. This configuration allows the module to manage resources and
scale flexibly in response to workload. A pod in the Kubernetes cluster corresponds to one
worker node in the Dask cluster. According to the module’s setup, each pod can access
particular processing resources, such as CPU and RAM. This matching of worker nodes
to pods guarantees that processing activities may be divided and carried out concurrently
across the available resources, making effective and parallel use of the computing capacity
of the Kubernetes cluster.

The module can adjust to changing workloads and processing needs using Dask au-
tomatic scaling and resource allocation features. The module may spawn more pods with
the right resources to tackle the workload as the quantity or complexity of processing jobs
grows using the recommendation of the Decision-making module. This scaling strategy
guarantees that the module can effectively analyse EO data while maximizing the usage of
the computational resources capabilities of the underlying Kubernetes cluster and enables
the module to handle large-scale EO data processing tasks effectively while optimizing
the computational resources for faster and more responsive data processing.

Data processing relies on computational resources from both CloudLab (Duplyakin et
al., 2019) and the Armenian cloud infrastructure (Astsatryan et al., 2015c). CloudLab is a
research testbed for experimenting with advanced cloud computing technologies, catering
to researchers and academics. It offers diverse resources, custom experiment topologies,
and precise network control for developing and testing cloud-related innovations. The Ar-
menian cloud infrastructure, built on OpenStack (Sefraoui et al., 2012), serves Armenia’s
computing needs, providing virtualized resources and enabling cloud-based applications
and services. It supports research and business use cases while offering flexibility and
scalability.

3. Decision-Making

This section describes the decision-making module, which provides data storage and per-
formance optimization recommendations. Additionally, it showcases experimental results
that highlight the effectiveness of the module.

The Decision-making module provides improved methods for managing EO data for
storage and processing layers. The optimization is achieved by selecting the optimal setup.
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The Estimator sub-module, which includes a simulator and trained regression models con-
structed on historical experimental datasets, works with the Decision-making module to
produce these most suitable configuration suggestions. A comprehensive historical experi-
mental dataset has been compiled from a series of experiments spanning various input data
sizes, ranging from 1 GB to 1 TB (across 11 data points). These experiments were con-
ducted across a diverse range of cluster configurations, from setups with 1 CPU and 2 GB
of RAM to those with 64 CPUs and 128 GB of RAM, following a power-of-2 progression
(a total of 35 configurations). Each cluster maintained a total CPU count of 128, with the
number of nodes varying from 1 to 128. Each experiment was repeated ten times to ensure
robustness, and the average result was recorded. This iterative approach enhances the re-
liability of the findings by accounting for variability and uncertainties, thereby improving
the statistical validity of the results. In total, 3850 experiments were conducted. Addi-
tionally, the dataset incorporates input data compressed using four lossless compression
methods supported by data processing frameworks. For each potential cluster configura-
tion, input data sizes ranging from 8 GB to 256 GB were evaluated, totalling 6 points.
Each experiment was repeated five times to enhance accuracy, resulting in 4200 experi-
ments. The Decision-making module offers performance optimization recommendations
to clients. To obtain this information, clients make requests to the Manager, which, in turn,
interacts with the Decision-making module as a part of the multi-modular service.

The Decision-making module provides a dual set of valuable recommendations, each
catering to distinct aspects of data management and distributed processing:

• Optimal data compression selection: The module is pivotal in efficiently preserving
EO data in its first capacity. It expertly evaluates and prescribes the most suitable data
compression methodology. This ensures that EO data is stored in a manner that con-
serves storage space and guarantees peak performance during subsequent distributed
processing operations.

• Cluster optimization guidance: The module steps into cluster selection and optimiza-
tion in its second role. It offers sage advice on choosing the ideal cluster configuration
for the specific distributed processing task. By considering a range of factors, such
as computational requirements and workload, it guides users towards the cluster that
promises optimal performance and resource utilization.

3.1. Storage Optimization

Data compression methods are crucial for reducing storage needs, speeding up network
transfers, and improving performance during distributed data processing. The two primary
categories of data compression methods are lossy and lossless (Kavitha, 2016). Lossless
compression methods maintain the complete integrity of the original data, in contrast to
lossy compression, which makes certain data fidelity concessions to achieve larger com-
pression ratios. Lossless approaches are the best option for EO data since these data fre-
quently contain delicate features necessary for precise scientific analysis and interpreta-
tion. Data compression methods make it possible to improve speed while still preserving
storage space. However, finding the optimal trade-off to balance performance improve-
ment and storage saving is challenging.
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In pursuit of pinpointing the most suitable data compression method tailored to spe-
cific use cases, the findings of an insightful study (Astsatryan et al., 2021) recommend a
comprehensive assessment methodology. This assessment encompasses the estimation of
data processing execution times, a meticulous consideration of an array of data compres-
sion techniques, and the diverse spectrum of distributed computing clusters characterized
by varying node counts and resource allocations. These evaluations are skillfully executed
through employing polynomial regression models, as detailed in Eq. (1).

L = (ln y − Xβ)T (ln yXβ) + λβT β, (1)

where X is the input data, y is the execution time with the specified X input, β weights are
established during training, and λ denotes the regularization parameter. The prediction is
done by calculating eXβ after the training.

The Decision-making module then suggests an optimal data compression method for
effective data storage based on the prediction results. The evaluation of the study focuses
on determining how well-distributed computing environments handle data.

To determine the most suitable compression technique for EO data, it is essential to
evaluate the size of the EO data under various compression methods and analyse the time
required for processing the data through the specified compressed techniques using di-
verse cluster configurations, considering variations in the number of nodes. In making an
assessment, the Lalayan (2023) study considers the data compression methods supported
by the COG format and distributed computing frameworks. Several lossless compression
methods for EO data, such as Dask and Spark popular frameworks, including Deflate,
LZW, Packbits, and Zstandard, produce a different compression ratio. As a result, the de-
compression duration differs between these various methods. This examination evaluates
the effects of the Dask and Spark environments on the speed of data processing and com-
pares the compressed data size with the mentioned methods. Study shows that Dask and
Spark both offer comparable data processing performance. Figure 3 illustrates the exe-
cution time of 16, 32, and 64 GBs of input data considering various data compression
methods in the Dask cluster with 32 nodes.

However, combining the Dask environment with the Zstandard compression method
yields the best performance results. This combination produces the most beneficial com-
pression factor compared to all other potential lossless compression methods. It consid-
erably reduces execution times by around 4.72 times in Dask and 3.99 times in Spark
compared to default methods. This result demonstrates the value of combining the Zstan-
dard compression method with the Dask environment to produce higher data processing
performance.

3.2. Performance Optimization

Distributed computing techniques efficiently solve the issues of managing large-scale EO
data processing. Clusters of various sizes are required for tasks of different complexi-
ties, encompassing a range of processing functions and input data volume. Smaller clus-
ters may successfully handle light data processing, while the bigger ones are necessary
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Fig. 3. Execution time with various data sizes and compression methods.

for large-scale data processing tasks. These intricacies complicate choosing the optimal
cluster design, which involves the number of nodes and the characteristics of each node
(such as core count and RAM capacity). It is crucial to evaluate the task’s execution time
across a range of potential cluster configurations to choose the optimal cluster for attaining
performance-efficient distributed computing of EO data.

A series of studies produced estimates for a specific EO data processing task across
multiple clusters. These evaluations included a range of data processing difficulty levels
and were carried out on pre-selected clusters. These evaluation results were catalogued
in a dataset to use as a basis for building simulation tools and regression models. These
models and tools are then used to forecast processing times for certain activities with
different levels of complexity inside particular clusters.

Several experiments were carried out to provide estimates for the execution times of
various EO data processing tasks across various clusters. These experiments were con-
ducted on clusters chosen from a predetermined limited set, covering multiple levels of
data processing complexities. The results of these tests were gathered and kept in a dataset.
To estimate the execution time for a particular task of a specified complexity inside dif-
ferent clusters, several prediction models and simulator tools are used, which were built
using the dataset.

The estimator sub-module includes trained regression models and a simulator used
during the evaluation. To predict the execution time of the specific EO data processing
task, a simulator specifically built for those procedures and based on the CloudSim sim-
ulator (Buyya et al., 2009) is used. The size of the input data, which relies on the period,
region, and bands, as well as the complexity of the designated function, are two criteria
considered throughout the estimating process. The simulator also takes into account the
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Fig. 4. Real vs simulator execution time periods.

client-described cloud infrastructure. The evaluation results demonstrate the high accu-
racy of the simulator in comparison to actual experiments. Figure 4 reflects the comparison
of the actual and simulator execution times using different numbers of nodes in the cluster.
Each node has eight cores and 16 GB RAM.

It is worth mentioning that the simulator obtains an R2 value of 0.88 and an RMSE
(Root Mean Square Error) of 78 while forecasting the weekly Normalized Difference Veg-
etation Index (NDVI) for the territory of Armenia (Astsatryan et al., 2015b). Besides
evaluating the execution time, the simulator can be used to determine the cost of cal-
culation as well. The simulator considers this while running simulations because global
cloud providers charge for their resources. Thus, the simulator turns into a useful tool and
may be used to assess the execution time for a certain job and determine the computation
cost for different kinds of clusters. Clients can investigate various cluster configurations
through these experiments and assess the performance and financial effects they have.

The optimal cluster configuration for the particular task can be found by examining
the data produced from the simulator and finding the best trade-off balance between per-
formance efficiency and cost-effectiveness. This allows decision-makers to make well-
informed decisions when choosing the best cluster configuration to meet their unique pro-
cessing needs while successfully controlling related expenses. The proposed simulator
and trained regression models offer methods to assess the execution time and computa-
tion cost of a task for a limited set of potential Dask clusters, which can be deployed within
the client’s described cloud infrastructure. To tackle the challenge of selecting the most
suitable cluster configuration, the study (Lalayan et al., 2023) suggests a multi-objective
optimization method for optimal EO data processing, considering both performance and
cost objectives. The solution involves generating a set of possible configurations for the
distributed data processing framework, evaluating the objectives, and finding the Pareto
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frontier, the set of options where no alternative is superior in every objective at once. This
is determined by analysing and comparing several solutions based on established objec-
tives. By recognizing the trade-offs between different objectives, choosing a solution that
fits interests in the decision-making process is possible. Clients can take into account their
own execution time and financial constraints in addition to the previously described pro-
cedures. The possible configuration set will be filtered by considering this information.
Providing clients with a more concentrated set of feasible alternatives that align with their
particular needs entails finding the subset of solutions that balance execution time and
financial limitations. By employing this approach, the optimal cluster configuration that
aligns with their specific needs and constraints can be used, ensuring an efficient balance
between data processing performance and computation cost for EO data processing tasks.
The evaluation of the experiments shows that the performance can rise by as much as 1.66
times while costs can decrease by a factor of 2.38 in some scenarios using the suggested
method.

4. Conclusion

The paper proposed a multi-modular service for enhancing EO data processing that com-
bines numerous separate optimization research investigations and studies. This service
provides optimal configuration selection to efficiently handle EO data at both the stor-
age and processing layers. Pre-trained regression models and a simulator are employed
for assessing the goals, demonstrating a high level of accuracy when compared to the ac-
tual values. In the storage layer, the service provides recommendations for optimal data
compression methods to save storage and improve data processing performance. Accord-
ing to the evaluations, selecting the optimal data compression method may improve the
efficiency of distributed computing, with Zstandard being the compression method of op-
timal choice for EO satellite images. The optimal cluster configurations are evaluated and
selected using the Pareto multi-objective optimization technique by considering perfor-
mance and cost objectives. Based on the recommended distributed computing cluster, the
service performs scalable processing of EO data by establishing the cluster in the Dask
environment, allowing for efficient parallel computation and analysis.

It is planned to enhance the precision of the estimating module while concurrently
reducing error rates within the optimization module. Moreover, the service is planned to be
enhanced by incorporating Spatial Online Analytical Processing, integrating various data
processing functions (Rivest et al., 2005), and integrating machine learning techniques,
thus expanding its capabilities and functionalities. These strategic initiatives are poised to
empower the EO community to monitor the environment effectively and comprehensively.
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